Coindirect
General information about the project:
Coindirect is a company situated in Hong Kong. Since 2014 we specialize in blockchain and
cryptocurrency related projects. At this time Coindirect developer team is working on an open
source platform for online gambling where bitcoins & other major cryptoassets will be sent directly
from player to player eliminating the third party. The mission behind project is to decentralize
gambling experience further by moving casinos away from managing player's funds with help of
well-established blockchain networks such as Bitcoin, Ethereum & BitShares.
Why do we need such a product?
Cryptocurrency became the choice for many online including online casinos. However, it did not
solve one of the oldest problems of online casinos - transparency of the house and high fees. Up
until today online casinos try to stay transparent with a method called "Fairness Check", but often it
does not work effectively as casinos always have the power to hide crucial information from the
player. In order to prevent this from happening all casinos need to undergo regular and thorough
audits. This leaves casinos dependent from the auditors and additional costs associated with such
compliance increase costs in operating a gambling business.
With such application platform customers can conveniently develop, run, and manage blockchain
layer applications without the complexity of building and maintaining the infrastructure typically
associated with developing or launching an app. The code execution platform enables developers to
build and deploy a decentralized, automatic management of funds into almost any casino
application without incurring any start-up costs. Therefore we create a truly transparent and
decentralized solution to heavily regulated and relatively conservative market.
With the help of CoinDirect existing casino networks can save millions and new-players may get
into the market with much less effort and costs. Main advantages of the platform:
1. Complete transparency, therefore no need of additional auditing
2. Very low gambling fees
3. Full control of funds
4. Instant transactions
5. Direct money transfers from player to player & much more.
ICO / Crowdfunding
At this moment Coindirect is raising money with help of crowdfunding campaign for further
platform development. Company plans to launch a Beta version in October 15th and start massscale marketing of the platform from 1st of January, 2018.
Why should I take part in the project?
Because you can make money with it. By buying Coindirect tokens you are supporting the
development of the platform. These tokens are designed to be used for dividend distribution and
voting on the CoinDirect platform once it goes online in the beginning of 2018.
The token presale has started on 1st of April, 2017, ends on 31st of August. Company issues 6,500
tokens on Bitcoin network.
More detailed information is availabe at https://coindirect.io or info@coindirect.io

